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CORPORATE AND PERSONAL EMAILS

• Mail for Exchange
  • Synchronise calendar / to do list for appointments and meetings

• Personal emails
  • G-mail

• Cost
  • Airtime
  • Data bundles
SKYPE VS VIDEO CALL

SKYPE

• Software required
  • PC/ Laptop with webcam

Advantages
  • Live
    • Fairly cheap (data bundles)

Disadvantages
  • Skype while stationary
  • Delay of 3 secs
  • Depends on network
VIDEO CALL

• Compatible phone with two cameras: front and Back

Advantages

• Live
• Cost is equivalent to a normal voice call
• Calls can be made while in-transit

Disadvantages

• Depends on network
VIDEO UPLOADS

Uploads

• Videos on Youtube
• Videos on Unisa library Facebook page

Advantages

• Capture live moments and share instantly
• 1 hour video depending on phone memory

Disadvantages

• Cost involved = Data bundles or normal airtime
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